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About This Game

Guinea Pig is a hardcore 2D platformer with elements of survival in which you have to pass a variety of energetic levels for the
rabbit. Your main purpose in this game is to collect tablets in each level. After you collect all the tablets on the level, opens the

door, passing through which you will be taken to the next level. Be careful on your way there are various obstacles, such as
poisoned mushrooms and other dangerous traps. Help the brave hero survive and escape this horrible lab, think through each

step and then you will succeed. Go ahead!
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Title: Guinea-Pig
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
IndieLip
Publisher:
IndieLip
Release Date: 23 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win XP SP3 / Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 500MB

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 200 MB available space
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Guinea-Pig is a 2D action adventure survival horror platformer developed by IndieLip, who are known for other
groundbreaking titles such as Clumsy Chef or Favorite Miner. Like previous installments of the riveting IndieLip Sagas, Guinea-
Pig will have the player traversing treacherous environments, collecting a key object, and reaching the exit without touching
hazards.

The game is leaden with heavy symbolism, telling what is essentially two stories at once. The one that most normies will
encounter is one about a "guinea pig" who is, in fact, a rabbit, traversing a series of laboratories and collecting mysterious pills
before a little door takes him to the next area. At face value, this is the story and there is nothing else to it. I must digress,
however, as the game's true story is chock full of so much more. Allow me to elaborate:

The story follows our unfortunate protagonist, Guinea-Pig (that is his name, it is established early on that he is actually a rabbit),
attempting to break free from a retro 1950s-era laboratory from which he was experimented on. In Guinea-Pig's mind, the lab is
testing his mettle and tenacity against hazardous spikes and mushroom PNG images which kill him on contact. He is partially
correct; they (the scientists) are observing his tenacity in the face of peril. What Guinea-Pig doesn't know, however, is that the
pills he's taking aren't like the others. He's not being tested on for shampoo or medicine; those are estrogen pills. He wishes to
transition and blossom into a beautiful butterfly, if butterflies were guinea pigs, and thus he does everything in his power to
achieve such. While there is no cutscene to reward completing the game, nor is there any dialogue, music, or sound effects, the
beautifully crafted environments tell the story quite well. This is a story of a rabbit who wants to break free from the shackles of
an aggressive, racist, homophobic, and transphobic regime of capitalists and scientists so he may turn into a guinea pig; what he
always felt he wanted to be. The pills are the catalyst, but his willpower is the real treasure we find along the way. Door after
door, Guinea-Pig, against all odds, smashes bigotry with his unflinching and unrelenting strength and eventually becomes what
he sought out to be: a guinea pig, not a rabbit, and not a shampoo test animal. He is free now, and you can be too if you are
strong enough to overcome all obstacles.

On a technical level, this game is an absolute marvel. Animations are smooth and punchy, and hitboxes are immaculately crafted
with love and care to make the controls feel tight and responsive. The development team really packed a lot of detail into the
rich environmental storytelling, with the beautiful color palettes representing each stage of the hero's journey. Despite not
having an Intel Core i9 processor like the requirements section said I should, the game ran exceptionally well while still looking
very pleasing to the eye. This is a must-have for open minded, and strong-willed people who want to engross themselves in a
deep and involving narrative that will have them captivated for hours.. Don't buy this game.

-No tutorial
-no music
-no story
-the game is stupid easy
-commands are all screwed up

there are better flash games for free online. Don't waste your money.. This is the greatest game I have ever played!
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